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mission creep the militarization of us foreign policy - mission creep the militarization of us foreign policy examines the
question of whether the us department of defense dod has assumed too large a role in influencing and implementing us
foreign policy after the cold war and accelerating after september 11 the united states has drawn upon the enormous
resources of dod in adjusting to the new global environment and challenges arising from, trump s foreign policy enters
new uncertain phase asia times - pompeo was the one intriguing member in trump s previous cabinet that moscow had
been able to engage amidst persistent rumors that pompeo was poised to replace tillerson the top intelligence czars in
moscow made a quiet trip to the us in late january, the national security enterprise navigating the labyrinth - this second
edition of the national security enterprise provides practitioners insights into the operation missions and organizational
cultures of the principal national security agencies and other institutions that shape the us national security decision making
process unlike some textbooks on american foreign policy it offers analysis from insiders who have worked at the national,
africom protecting us interests disguised as military - reports africom protecting us interests disguised as military
partnerships africom s establishment is not as altruistic as its developmental component might lead one to believe and were
it allowed to continue its activities unhindered the african continent will witness drastic consequences including an
intensification of the second scramble for africa, northcom the pentagon s homeland security command - gen franks
doubts constitution will survive wmd attack by john o edwards newsmax com 21 november 2003 www globalresearch ca 23
november 2003 gen tommy franks says that if the united states is hit with a weapon of mass destruction that inflicts large
casualties the constitution will likely be discarded in favor of a military form of government, home texas national security
review - amidst acute geopolitical flux the study of grand strategy is necessary for scholars and strategists alike as a
framework for scholarship it trains attention on the highest order questions of international relations why how and for what
purposes states, trump s first hundred days and the fascist agenda - by alexander reid ross first the future fascists in the
us today can agree on little more than the desire for a white ethnostate despite conjecture on trump s deep interests and
desires few indicators suggest that he would effect such a drastic transformation as that, tertium quids freedom
prosperity radio - may14 2016 full program jason riley member of the wall street journal editorial board and author of
please stop helping us how liberals make it harder for blacks to succeed talks to us about his recent snafu with virginia tech
there are two rules to the race debate in today s america and black parents should be more worried than anyone else,
orders of battle orders of battle - we began after september 11 2001 as america goes to war with the us out of iraq and
afghanistan we now cover whatever interests the editor, william s lind on war archive dnipogo org - the free congress
commentary by william s lind on war 241 november 26 2007 in the fox s lair william s lind one reason parts of iraq have
quieted down at least for a while has received widespread attention the sunni split from al qaeda, mayday the government
rag - update 30 oct 2011 drills drills and more drills on november 9th ele vin nin e note too many drills coincide to be
random consider this is an alert there are many data points leading up and into the dates november 9 10 2011 suggesting
that some type of global event control system will be implemented glenn beck has now even commented on the fema fcc
takeover drill, wake up new zealand what does the globalist agenda new - the story of oil is the story of the modern
world and this is the story of those who helped shape that world and how the oil igarchy they created is on the verge of
monopolizing life itself, putin the jewish war on iran real jew news - iran has no nuclear weapons prime minister vladimir
putin told his fellow russians during his annual question and answer session on december 3 2009 only a few days before
putin s nationwide address iranian president mahmoud ahmadinejad with threats from israel on iran s nuclear sites, why i
hate cops breach bang clear - most people don t care when a carpenter cuts a board wrong though or when a concrete
truck is loaded withfewer yards than ordered that s because for most of us the cost of failure doesn t involve death as a
constant, media articles want to know - media articles key news media articles from the major media reveal major cover
ups a collection of highly revealing media article summaries with links to the full original articles suggest some news isn t
getting the attention it deserves, why a hillary clinton presidency would destroy the united - of all the 2016 presidential
candidates both republican and democrat the worst one by far is hillary clinton if she is elected to the presidency her policies
may bring an end to the united states as we know it, freedomfighters for america this organizationexposing - we are a
patriot organization that believes in upholding the united states constitution this is ourprimary mission to protect ourcountry
from traitors corruptpoliticians corrupt civil servants corrupt unio, sol war sons of light warriors alien resistance - what
about the apollo soyuz test project many readers today are convinced that disinformation and sometimes even a blatant lie

is the basis of us state policy, what to expect during the next stage of collapse shtf plan - state of texas considers
building its own border wall han solo pimps world government propagandawatch video a new study discovers two thirds of
all bankruptcies in the united states are primarily caused by medical bills, manufacturing the deadhead a product of
social - manufacturing the deadhead a product of social engineering by joe atwill and jan irvin may 13 2013 version 3 7 may
17 2013 articles in this series 1 r gordon wasson the man the legend the myth beginning a new history of magic mushrooms
ethnomycology and the psychedelic revolution by jan irvin may 13 2012 2 read more
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